ICM Program

Benoit has created workflows
to help clients proactively
identify compliance issues
and recover unclaimed value.

Our Integrated Compliance Management (ICM) Program
combines the strength of our regulatory application, liability
management ratio, land administration and evaluation services
under one umbrella.
The program has expanded to include two new functions. We
proactively search existing government data to identify potential
compliance related issues and/or unclaimed royalty adjustments.

Compliance Monitoring

Royalty Optimization

Our compliance monitoring process helps
clients by analyzing well data and monthly
production data to identify issues and
proactively correct.

Our royalty optimization process helps
clients capture value by ensuring all available
royalty incentive programs are fully utilized
so our clients pay only their fair share.

• Acquire well infrastructure and well
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• Review client’s well listings and royalty

• Create reports consistent with AER
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• Utilize data from Benoit’s compliance

• Analysis of data to identify potential
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• Identify potential issues and outline
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• Work proactively with the client to resolve

production data from government sources
compliance processes

compliance issues and outline
recommendations

• Work proactively with the client to

implement the agreed upon resolutions
and ensure compliance

As regulatory experts, we have the
technical expertise to evaluate your
compliance and determine the most
effective strategy to save you time
and money.

p: 403.263.0896

statements from the Department of Energy
processes to identify potential
opportunities
recommendations

and recover previously unclaimed value
from existing royalty programs

Why Benoit
With over 50 years of combined experience, the staff of Benoit are
recognized experts in the field of regulatory compliance. We are
regulatory industry advocates and continuously work with energy
regulators to find solutions which benefit the entire industry.
Clients value the regulatory expertise and experience that
Benoit Regulatory Compliance brings to the Canadian industry.

e: questions@benoitregulatory.com

benoitregulatory.com

